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Ireland Since 1939
2002

this is the first comprehensive history of ireland north and south which traces the developments from the
second world war to the belfast agreement and the creation of a new inclusive government in northern ireland it
aims to avoid what is too often a partitional approach to the history of ireland which treats the north and south
in isolation from one another making extensive use of archival material from belfast dublin and london ireland
since 1939 provides new perspectives on a range of important episodes from irish neutrality to the 1970 arms
crisis and from lord brookeborough s failed attempt to modernize the northern ireland state to the disastrous
events of bloody sunday in derry developments in ireland are placed in an international context from the period
when the world war rescued ulster unionism from economic decline and social conflict to explaining how the end
of the cold war contributed to the ira s 1994 ceasefire the importance of economic developments on the political
situation in both states is also emphasized and patterson argues that the celtic tiger was an important factor in
the recent talks between north and south

Brian Friel
2011-05-25

friel is recognised as ireland s leading playwright and due to the ability of plays like translations and dancing at
lughnasa to translate into other cultures he has made a major impact on world theatre this study draws on the
friel archive to deepen our understanding of how his plays were developed



The Persistence of Hope
2007

this is the personal saga of a young yugoslavian artist who well aware of the nazi danger from its earliest days
was drafted into the yugoslav army and taken prisoner of war released from the work camp because of his
personal courage alcalay returned to nazi occupied belgrade where german reprisals caused the execution of
over one hundred jews despite the dangers he and his family began a journey of escape that led them in various
directions until an italian family saved them he survived to flourish in postwar rome as a prominent member of a
successor generation to the great jewish emotionalist movement that included soutine pascine modigliani
zadkine and chagall albert alcalay is retired from harvard university publisher

The Persistence of Memory
2020

the persistence of memory is a history of the public memory of transatlantic slavery in the largest slave trading
port city in europe from the end of the 18th century into the 21st century from history to memory mapping this
public memory over more than two centuries reveals the ways in which dissonant pasts rather than being
forgotten histories persist over time as a contested public debate this public memory intimately intertwined with
constructions of place and identity has been shaped by legacies of transatlantic slavery itself as well as other
events contexts and phenomena along its trajectory revealing the ways in which current narratives and debate
around difficult histories have histories of their own by the 21st century liverpool once the slaving capital of the
world had more permanent and long lasting memory work relating to transatlantic slavery than any other british



city the long history of how liverpool home to britain s oldest continuous black presence has publicly
remembered its own slaving past how this has changed over time and why is of central significance and
relevance to current and ongoing efforts to face contested histories particularly those surrounding race slavery
and empire

The Persistence of Youth
1991-10-30

this volume is a collection of fifteen first person accounts of growing up during the nazi era the selections cover
a broad range of personalities and circumstances included are testimonies from the daughter of an anti nazi
german family the son of a mixed marriage in germany threatened with deportation a german gypsy who
witnessed mengele s experiments a polish jewish girl saved by her teacher a prague teenager escaping to
denmark and sweden a polish jewish youth in communist siberia a partisan an eleven year old in auschwitz a
young yiddish actress exiled to tashkent and a polish catholic child deported to work camps drawn from the
holocaust oral history archive of gratz college each testimony is a unique story of survival through defense
adaptation and resilience the introduction to the book written by professor nora levin provides the historical
background of the rise of fascism and nazism in germany and the social and political dislocations that ensued
editor josey fisher integrates the testimonies into the framework of adolescent development in the preface brief
introductions to each chapter set the historical framework and describe the unique set of obstacles challenging
each child the youth of the holocaust were caught in the time of their growing their external world had real
enemies and unspeakable danger at the same time that their physical psychological and social development
were propelling them toward adulthood internal intensity was intertwined with external threat from the preface
persistence of youth provides a unique perspective on child development and psychological issues and will be of



value to researchers in these fields as well as historians and others concerned with the holocaust

Ireland's Violent Frontier
2013-03-01

the ira s ability to exploit the border between northern ireland and the republic of ireland was central to the
organisation s capacity to wage its long war over a quarter of a century this book is the first to look at the role of
the border in sustaining the provisionals and its central role in anglo irish relations throughout the troubles

Agreements Between Carriers
1947

the prison system is widely believed to be an immutable element of contemporary society many criminologists
and sociologists of deviance believe that decarceration movements have failed to yield progressive reform and
that feasible alternatives to the prison system do not exist maeve mcmahon challenges these views
reconstructing the emergence of critical perspectives on decarceration she examines analytical and empirical
problems in the research she also points out how indicators of community programs and other penalties serving
as alternatives to prison have typically been overshadowed through critical focus on their effects in widening
the net of control mcmahon presents a detailed analysis of decreasing imprisonment and of the part played by
alternatives in this during the postwar period in ontario drawing from extensive documentary research and from
interviews with former correctional officials she charts the changing climates of opinions and socio economic
factors which facilitated decarceration by situating her analysis in the context of theoretical and political



arguments about the possibility of decarceration mcmahon provides in her work a stimulus to the development
of progressive penal politics not just in canada but in all western countries

The Persistent Prison?
1992-01-01

this book makes a timely contribution to the analysis of nationalism and terrorism and also the absence of
terrorism it proposes to analyse why scottish welsh and english nationalism has never had as significant a turn
to political violence as the case of irish nationalism has this will answer a question which is too rarely asked why
do certain groups not turn to terrorism nick brooke makes an important contribution to debates on nationalism
in the united kingdom as well as to debates on the relationship between nationalism and terrorism furthermore
the text provides complete narrative accounts of nationalist terrorism in scotland wales and england and
considers how recent political developments impact the likelihood of further nationalist terrorism

Terrorism and Nationalism in the United Kingdom
2018-04-17

western europe 2020 2022 provides students with vital information on all countries on the african continent
through a thorough and expert overview of political and economic histories current events and emerging trends



Western Europe 2023-2024
2023-09-15

this book shows that the failure of successive indian governments to effect meaningful agrarian reforms has led
to a political economy in rural india that is shaped as it was prior to independence largely by the interests of an
elite minority of landholders

India's Persistent Dilemma
2019-03-07

ethnic democracy is a form of democratic ethnic conflict regulation in deeply divided societies in the challenge
of ethnic democracy yoav peled argues that ethnic democracy is constituted by the combination of two
contradictory constitutional principles liberal democracy and ethno nationalism and that its stability depends on
the existence of a third mediating constitutional principle of whatever kind this central argument is supported
by an analysis of the history of three ethnic democracies northern ireland under unionist rule where ethnic
democracy was stable for almost 50 years 1921 1969 then collapsed the second polish republic 1918 1939
where ethnic democracy was written into the constitution but was never actualised and israel within its pre
1967 borders where ethnic democracy was stable for 35 years 1966 2000 but may now be eroding this book
examines the different trajectories of the case studies demonstrating that poland lacked a third mediating
constitutional principle while israel and northern ireland did have such a principle civic republicanism in israel
and populism in northern ireland the collapse of ethnic democracy in northern ireland resulted from the
weakening of populism that depended on british monetary subsidies for its implementation whilst the erosion of



ethnic democracy in israel resulted from the decline of civic republicanism since the onset of economic
liberalization in 1985 dealing with ethnic democracy in a comparative framework this book will appeal to
students scholars and researchers of sociology political science and middle east studies

The Challenge of Ethnic Democracy
2013-10-01

examines the largely ambivalent attitudes towards jews evinced by the general populace and the government in
britain analyzes the hostility that did occur in the context of a society undergoing profound social economic and
political change states that the clearest features of modern british antisemitism are that jews are perceived
firstly as a foreign group and secondly as a malevolent power in society discusses british fascist organizations
the strongest of which was the british union of fascists led by oswald mosley the evacuation experiences of
london s jews the extent of the debate on the jewish question in all levels of society widespread economic and
social prejudices the negative images of the jew the attitudes of the government which refused to admit the
existence of antisemitism and denied that the jews were a separate entity and the response of pro jewish or anti
antisemitic forces

The Persistence of Prejudice
1989

an examination of irish society and politics providing a wide ranging introduction to the involvement of the
middle classes in irish political life and the public sphere accrosss the eighteenth and twentieth centuries



combines analytical surveys and case area studies to offer new perspectives on crucial movements and figures
in irish history

Politics, Society and the Middle Class in Modern Ireland
2009-11-29

northern ireland is currently enjoying a period of relative peace and stability unprecedented for much of the
past half century such stability is the product of a variety of factors that has created conditions whereby
northern ireland now runs its own political institutions for the first time since the early 1970s international
relations and developments since the early 1980s have had a key influence on the northern ireland process and
such external influences require renewed attention in assessing the evolution of the northern ireland conflict
and the recent progress towards long term peace since the abrupt end of the cold war in the early 1990s in
particular the northern ireland dispute along with many other inter ethnic conflicts has felt the repercussions of
such geo political changes both positive and negative in this context many external states forces and individuals
have wielded significant influence over northern ireland s development the world s only remaining superpower
the usa has particularly taken a renewed interest in northern ireland an interest bolstered by a president with a
genuine interest in the province other long term external disputes such as the middle east conflict and south
africa s advance from apartheid have also been inter linked with the northern ireland dispute the european
union has continued to evolve as a trans national organisation and has also sought to influence the easing of
sectarian tensions in northern ireland this book seeks to assess the overall impact that such global
developments have undoubtedly had on the northern ireland peace process and attempts to offer fresh
interpretations of a complex element within that process ben williams b a hons m a phd student university of
liverpool book reviews online publishedbestsellers website



The Northern Ireland Peace Process and the International Context
2010-04-08

the state of loyalism in northern ireland examines the changes and developments within parliamentary loyalism
throughout the northern ireland peace process drawing from interviews with key players it charts the drama of
tensions debates and negotiations and provides a compelling inside account

The State of Loyalism in Northern Ireland
2008-03-07

peace without consensus explores the contribution of the us british and irish governments to the electoral
triumph of sinn féin and the democratic unionist party in 2003 profiled in the guardian the observer bbc radio
four the irish independent and henry mcdonald s gunsmoke and mirrors the book offers salient lessons for
regions embroiled in conflict and should be read by all those interested in northern ireland s peace process and
us foreign policy

Peace Without Consensus
2010

inequality identity and the politics of northern ireland examines how the politics of threat and resentment
undergirded by persistent poverty and class and gender inequalities across catholic and protestant communities



shape dynamics of political conflict while simultaneously giving way to critical subjectivities at the community
level through which more transformative visions of peace may emerge

Inequality, Identity, and the Politics of Northern Ireland
2022-07-26

winner of the 2022 choice outstanding academic titles the first woman elected to lead a major western power
and the longest serving british prime minister for 150 years margaret thatcher is arguably one the most
dominant and divisive forces in 20th century british politics yet there has been no overarching exploration of the
development of thatcher s views towards northern ireland from her appointment as conservative party leader in
1975 until her forced retirement in 1990 in this original and much needed study stephen kelly rectifies this from
thatcher s no surrender attitude to the republican hunger strikes to her nurturing role in the early stages of the
northern ireland peace process kelly traces the evolutionary and sometimes contradictory nature of thatcher s
approach to northern ireland in doing so this book reflects afresh on the political relationship between britain
and ireland in the late 20th century an engaging and nuanced analysis of previously neglected archival and
reported sources margaret thatcher the conservative party and the northern ireland conflict 1975 1990 is a vital
resource for those interested in thatcherism anglo irish relations and 20th century british political history more
broadly

Margaret Thatcher, the Conservative Party and the Northern



Ireland Conflict, 1975-1990
2021-01-14

an irish cuba on britain s doorstep this book studies perceptions of the soviet union s influence over irish
revolutionaries during the cold war the dublin authorities did not allow the irish state s non aligned status to
prevent them joining the west s struggle against communism leading officials such as colonel dan bryan in g2
the irish army intelligence directorate argued that ireland should assist the nato powers british and irish officials
believed communists in ireland were directed by the british communist party the cpgb if moscow s express
adherents were too isolated to pose a threat in either irish jurisdiction the republican movement was a different
matter the authorities north and south saw that a communist influenced ira had potential appeal this cold war
nightmare arrived with the outbreak of the northern ireland troubles whitehall feared dublin could become a
russian espionage hub with the marxist led official ira acting as a soviet proxy to what extent did the official
republican movement s workers party serve the soviets cold war agenda

'an Alien Ideology'
2019-11-27

this is a wide ranging analysis of the internal dynamics of irish republicanism between the outbreak of the
troubles in 1969 and the good friday agreement of 1998 engaging a vast array of hitherto unused primary
sources alongside original and re used oral history interviews the age old struggle draws upon the words and
writings of more than 250 irish republicans this book scrutinises the movement s historical and contemporary
complexity the variety of influences within irish republicanism and divergent republican responses at pivotal



moments in the conflict yet it also assesses the centripetal forces which connected republican organisations
through decades of struggle across five thematic chapters the age old struggle offers new insights into
republicanism s multi layered interactions with the global 68 tactical and strategic change revolutionary
socialism feminism and religion drawing on political periodicals ephemera and interviews with activists
throughout the ranks of several republican groups the book roots its analysis in republicanism s temporal and
spatial complexity it contends that the cultural significance of place interactions with class and revolutionary
politics and shifting intra movement networks are essential to understanding the movement s dynamics since
1969

'The Age-Old Struggle'
2021-09-15

the power of human rights published in 1999 was an innovative and influential contribution to the study of
international human rights at its center was a spiral model of human rights change which described the various
socialization processes through which international norms were internalized into the domestic practices of
various authoritarian states during the cold war years the persistent power of human rights builds on these
insights extending its reach and analysis it updates our understanding of the various causal mechanisms and
conditions which produce behavioural compliance and expands the range of rights violating actors examined to
include democratic and authoritarian great powers corporations guerrilla groups and private actors using a
unique blend of quantitative and qualitative research and theory this book yields not only important new
academic insights but also a host of useful lessons for policy makers and practitioners



Annual Report of the Director of the Mint
1940

this book restores to history the lives of american women involved in war work during world war i

The Asbestos Industry
1955

this is the first textbook on the history of modern ireland to adopt a social history perspective written by an
international team of leading scholars it draws on a wide range of disciplinary approaches and consistently sets
irish developments in a wider european and global context

The Persistent Power of Human Rights
2013-03-07

analyzing sraffa one of the key figures in the history of economics this book explores his legacy and the
relevance of his thought for modern economics written by an array of internationally respected contributors
including schefold aspromourgos nell and kurz it is an invaluable tool for all those studying the history of
economic thought



Rosie's Mom
2002

the law of evidence in ireland explores the development of a particular irish dimension to evidence scholarship
grounded in the constitutional concept of fairness and influenced by the case law of the echr the phenomenon
and impact of the non jury special criminal court are considered as are legislative changes targeting organised
crime and sexual offences as well as developments facilitating forensic testing as part of criminal investigation
and evidence under the criminal justice forensic evidence and dna database system act 2014 now in its fourth
edition this text has been updated with new sections including a look at judicial consideration of fairness in the
pre trial process in light of a changing societal context and delivery on the accused s right to fair trial as
reflected in analysis of supreme court decisions such as jc and dwyer the developing concept of transnational
fairness in facing the challenge of cooperation in combating crime and instruments such as the european arrest
warrant reflected in cases such as celmer the changing approach of irish courts to traditional rules including
those relating to expert witness testimony evidence of bad character and prior misconduct as well as assertions
of new headings of privilege the text is of interest to all those working in the irish legal system the criminal legal
system in particular as well as to policy makers and those studying more general issues related to matters of
trial adjudication and fact finding in various contexts

Committee Prints
1964

when we read a history we believe ourselves to be reading cold hard facts of the events that took place and how



they occurred but there is no real truthful way to know the approach our historian has taken with the historical
sources this book deals with the uncertainty in writing history in the context of irish history in particular regan
argues in this book that the notion of elision simply ignoring unhelpful evidence threatens irish history today
regan believes that some historians have ignored unhelpful facts that perhaps do not further their point or
perhaps contradict them altogether each chapter focuses on a period of irish history that regan believes to be
inconsistent or incomplete in its facts he asks the controversial questions about the period of history such as
why do some historians deny or marginalise the british threat of war and re conquest in 1922 why do so many
irish historians describe michael collins as a constitutionalist or a democrat when the evidence argues otherwise
was the irish civil war really fought between democrats defending the state against dictators attempting its
overthrow did the new state briefly experience a military dictatorship under collins in 1922 thinking historically
is not about learning history or accepting the past as it is presented to us it is as regan argues in his thought
provoking work about developing the critical skills to interpret history for ourselves

Exploring the Dimensions of the Manpower Revolution
1964

the first annual report submitted december 16 1913 being the eleventh annual report of so much of the former
department of commerce and labor as is now included within the department of commerce contains an outline
of the work of the department another issue is dated 1914

The Cambridge Social History of Modern Ireland
2017-04-27



twenty five scholars from various disciplines analyze and explain to the reader many of the complexities of the
research output of alan s milward the role of the modern european nation state in the social economic and
political development of europe since the 19th century the overall social and economic impact of the two world
wars the reconstruction of western europe the rationale behind the marshall plan and its long term
consequences and the multidisciplinary study of the process of the political and economic integration of europe
in a long term perspective and the essence of his pioneering contribution to reaching a better understanding of
european economic and political history in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

Sraffa and Modern Economics, Volume I
2013-06-17

how does scale affect our understanding of the holocaust in the vastness of its implementation and the sheer
amount of death and suffering it produced the genocide of europe s jews presents special challenges for
historians who have responded with work ranging in scope from the world historical to the intimate in particular
recent scholarship has demonstrated a willingness to study the holocaust at scales as focused as a single
neighborhood family or perpetrator this volume brings together an international cast of scholars to reflect on
the ongoing microhistorical turn in holocaust studies assessing its historiographical pitfalls as well as the
distinctive opportunities it affords researchers

The Law of Evidence in Ireland
2020-07-16



we tend to think of sleep as a private concern a night time retreat from the physical world into the realm of the
subconscious yet sleep also has a public side it has been the focal point of religious ritual philosophic
speculation political debate psychological research and more recently neuroscientific investigation and medical
practice in this first ever history of sleep research kenton kroker draws on a wide range of material to present
the story of how an investigative field at one time dominated by the study of dreams slowly morphed into a
laboratory based discipline the result of this transformation kroker argues has changed the very meaning of
sleep from its earlier conception to an issue for public health and biomedical intervention examining a vast
historical period of 2500 years kroker separates the problems associated with the history of dreaming from
those associated with sleep itself and charts sleep related diseases such as narcolepsy insomnia and sleep
apnea he describes the discovery of rapid eye movement rem during the 1950s and shows how this discovery
initiated the creation of dream laboratories that later emerged as centres for sleep research during the 1960s
and 1970s kroker s work is unique in subject and scope and will be enormously useful for both sleep researchers
medical historians and anybody who s ever lost a night s sleep

Myth and the Irish State
2013-12-03

moving beyond the now somewhat tired debates about secularization as paradigm theory or master narrative
periodizing secularization focuses upon the empirical evidence for secularization viewed in its descriptive sense
as the waning social influence of religion in britain particular emphasis is attached to the two key performance
indicators of religious allegiance and churchgoing each subsuming several sub indicators between 1880 and
1945 including the first substantive account of secularization during the fin de siècle a wide range of primary
sources is deployed many of them relatively or entirely unknown and with due regard to their methodological



and interpretative challenges on the back of them a cross cutting statistical measure of active church
adherence is devised which clearly shows how secularization has been a reality and a gradual not revolutionary
process the most likely causes of secularization were an incremental demise of a sabbatarian culture coupled
with the associated emergence of new leisure opportunities and transport links and of religious socialization in
the church at home and in the school the analysis is also extended backwards to include a summary of
developments during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and laterally to incorporate a preliminary
evaluation of a six dimensional model of diffusive religion demonstrating that these alternative performance
indicators have hitherto failed to prove that secularization has not occurred the book is designed as a prequel to
the author s previous volumes on the chronology of british secularization britain s last religious revival 2015 and
secularization in the long 1960s 2017 together they offer a holistic picture of religious transformation in britain
during the key secularizing century of 1880 1980

The Annual Report of the Secretary of Commerce
1991

a multi disciplinary study of british coalminers strike activity first published in 1998

A Survey of Palestine
1940



The Journal of Mental Science
2012

Alan S. Milward and a Century of European Change
1941

Employment Security Memorandum ...
2016-12-01

Microhistories of the Holocaust
2007-01-01

The Sleep of Others and the Transformations of Sleep Research
2019-10-31



Periodizing Secularization
2002-05-09
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